
ASA Stats Transparency Report
for May 2024

The creator of this report is Ivica Paleka. He is the keeper of the ASA Stats development pool in the pre-
DAO phase and will be referred to as the Keeper for the rest of this report.

Administration and costs

VPS subscription for two servers provided by OVH was paid US$61.82 on Thursday, May 2nd. The invoice 
with credential reference WE3439071 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the 
ASA Stats GitHub organization, just before the transferring custody of the ASA Stats project to the ASA 
Stats DAO.

The first month of the “Unlimited” subscription tier provided by Nodely was paid 235.90 EUR on Friday, 
May 17th by the Keeper. In an email correspondence that followed, Urtho from Nodely explained that they 
aren’t able to issue an invoice for a private person so he refunded the paid amount back to the Team’s 
account. Urtho argued that ASA Stats project is free to use “Unlimited” tier without any charge until a legal 
entity is founded and it starts to represent ASA Stats.

On Tue, 27 May 2024 20:57:28 UTC, the Keeper sent 2,500.00 ALGO from the devpool account to the First 
Admin’s private account to pay accommodation reservation in Barcelona for two DAO governors that have 
applied for the Decipher 2024 on ASA Stats’ behalf. The invoice with credential reference RC3ZR8WYKT 
will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the ASA Stats GitHub organization, just 
before the transferring custody of the ASA Stats project to the ASA Stats DAO.

asastats.com domain name renewal for the next two years provided by GoDaddy was paid 47.48 GBP on 
Wednesday, May 29th. The invoice with credential reference 3107899970 will be uploaded to the designated 
public repository created under the ASA Stats GitHub organization, just before the publishing of ASA Stats 
software as open-source.

Tokenomics

For the rest of this document, it is implied that all the transactions are created by the Keeper.

Development Pool

On Fri  ,   10   Ma  y   2024 11:44:37 UTC   the Keeper sent 20,000.00 ALGO from the devpool to the Team’s Nexo 
account. It is expected that those funds would be spent by the admpool and the Team in the following period.
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https://github.com/asastats
https://allo.info/tx/2W34L4QILHJAMU42SNGUSPM2RQJ5I5Y4HK3YEY2B4KFZ3XVSYOSA
https://github.com/asastats
https://www.decipherevent.com/
https://allo.info/tx/YKDDNEXO5JMYXN54XMA2737CU6E6VP22VX4M4E4LY24COPKOCX2A/


Rewards Pool

Community members rewards

In the ASA Stats Community rewards 4/7 - 5/3 cycle, from Sun, 5 May 2024 22:22:42 UTC to Sun, 5 May 
2024 22:22:48 UTC, the rwdpool had sent 500,000 ASASTATS to 10 community members for their 
contributions to the ASA Stats project.

In an update of the ASA Stats Community rewards 4/7 - 5/3 cycle, on Mon, 6 May 2024 18:09:47 UTC, the 
rwdpool sent 30,000 ASASTATS to 1 community member for their contribution to the ASA Stats project.
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https://allo.info/tx/NEPUUZRBK6RK2SFOFYA7VMTAATZSA4XGIBAJICEYWDRYJMBK3TLQ/
https://allo.info/tx/OM2NZEDOZTUGGFFVABQ3R3WJUQRAAAITWSIJ4YU7OL5UKZZJZNKA
https://allo.info/tx/OM2NZEDOZTUGGFFVABQ3R3WJUQRAAAITWSIJ4YU7OL5UKZZJZNKA
https://allo.info/tx/T5X623LXWP56RANPOW2X76T3W5NSFZC7QSEMUFATRK3NXMCOKVSA
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